NOTIFICATION
(Under Rule 6(j) of the CST J&K Rules 1958)

It has been reported by M/S Shree Ani-kant Traders 171 Kali Joo Jammu CST
TIN No 07321151027 That C-Form/s bearing S. No/s 044 200843 to 044 200852
have been lost and the matter stands published in the following Newspapers:
1. Daily Excelsior Dated 32-02-2010
2. Anokha Aasaan Dated 23-02-2010

Hence the below noted C-Forms/ are /is hereby declared as invalid for the purpose of sub-
Sections(4) of Section 8 of the CST Act, 1956. Any Body Fraudulently using the said C-
Forms/ will render himself liable for penal section as per law.

The person /s who will find the said C-form/ s please return the same to the under signed.

No. of C-Forms:-
S.No. of the C-Forms
Name & Address of the dealer
Registration No. of the dealer
Whether lost/Stolen/destroyed:
Address of the dealer to
Whom issued:

(0) Ten

044 200843 to 044 200852

Shree Ani-Kant Traders 171 Kali Joo Jammu
TIN No 07321151027 CST

CT - 0 circle A Jammu

Assessing Authority
Commercial Taxes Circle A Jammu

Copy to: